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arising or to stifle it as it arises, and we are commanded
to remove these hindrances. It is natural to man to love
his kind, and Christ commands us only to give nature
play. He does not expect us to procure for ourselves
hearts of some new siipern.atur.al texture, but merely the
heart of flesh for the heart of stone.
What, then, are the causes of this paralysis of the heart ?
The experience of human life furnishes us readily with
the answer.    It constantly happens that one whose aflec-
tions were originally not less lively than those of most
men is thrown into the society of persons destitute of
sympathy or tenderness.    Iu this society each person is
either totally indifferent to his neighbour or secretly en-
deavouring to injure or overreach him.    The new-comer
is at first open-hearted and cordial; he presumes every
one he meets to be a friend, and is disposed to serve and
expects to be served by all alike.    But his advances are
met by some with cautious reserve, by others with icy
coldness, by others with hypocritical warmth followed by
treacherous injury, by others with open hostility.    The
heart which naturally grcw w.irm at t])0 mere ^^ of a
human being, under the operation of this new experu-uro
slowly becomes paralyzed.   There seats itself gradually in
the man's mind a presumption concernjllg cveiy new fa(;e
that it is the face of an enemy, and a habit of gathering him-
self into an attitude of self-defence whenever he deals with
a fellow-creature. If when this new disposition has grown
confirmed and habitual, he be introduced into a society
of an opposite kind and meet with people as friendly and
kind as he himself was originally, he will not at first be
able to believe in their sincerity, and the old kindly affec-
tions from long disuse will be slow to rouse themselves

